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idol~of India9 was a devout Hindu and his teachings have
had, and are still having, a profound effect on India°s
thought and development today o

All over Asia, and particularly in Southeast
Asia, there is an overwhelming tendency for these
peoplesy now free from Western domination, to return to
their own indigenous cultures, and to endeavour to work
out their destinies in their own ways . The Communists,
of course, pretend to go along with'them, but we know ,
and they are beginning to find out, that the final aim of .
Communism is the destruction of all indigenous cultures
and the stamping out of all religions and every philosophy
and ideal9 except that of militant Communism .

Here is a wonderful opportunity for the free world,
if only we can find the unity of purpose necessary to
embrace ito We could make it clear, and stand by it as a
cardinal principle,, that the free world we are trying to
bring into being and expand, is broad in its concept as
well as free ; that all cultures are welcome within i t
and can, once a part of it, develop in their own way
their own religions and other philosophies to the full, .
consistent only with maintaining the personal freedoms
of their peoples o

This, I feelg together with the material aid we
are already supplying9 would tend to attract our Asian
brothers towards-us9 and would give us a free world policy
and a cohesiony which is now so palpably lacking .

Gradually9 under such a policy, we might begin
to combat the effects of the flood of Communist
literature which pours into the area9 and particularly
into India, at the present time,, Literature which is
obviously heavily subsidized and offered for sale on every
bookstall9 well printed, mostly in Russia9 Czechoslovakia
or China, and sold for the equivalent of five or six annas ;
whereas our Western books cost from five to ten rupees .
There is not much doubt about which gets the most circulation :

If we of the free world could evolve a policy with
which free Asia could really co-operate, there is still time
to bring a vital free world into existence . Such a
powerful world would have to be based on sound international
law which encouraged and upheld the self-determination
of all peoples and defended their right to maintain their
own indigenous religions, cultures and backgrounds . But
time for the creation of such a world is running short
and before we can have such a world, we Westerner s
must search our own soulsa We must shake off our apathy,
forget our arrogance and broaden our minds . We must find
a way to give our Commonwealth partners, in Southeas t
Asia particularlyç a sense of really belonging to our free
world . We must try to capture the minds of the yout h
of Asia with ideas that are more dynamic than those of the
totalitarian Communism they are imbibing today in their
millions .

If we are prepared to admit for one moment that
our free world has no dynamic ideal which can compete
with Communism, then we may as well also admit that
human freedom and our Christian civilization have no
future o The truth is, of course, that in freedom and
democracy we have a dynamic challenge to Communism which
can defeat it utterly, but only if we realize in time
that Communism can win simply by our default, by our lack


